
Download and Install Python with Anaconda 

This page is a summary of the material covered at the 11/11/2016 workshop led by Brian 

Freitag and Andrew White. This is not meant to be a comprehensive installation manual for 

Python, but rather a loose guide on how to install a local python installation using the anaconda 

platform. 

1) Go to https://www.continuum.io/downloads for the current python installation link. 

 Note: There are tabs for each of the different operating systems (Windows, Mac 

OS, and Linux). Click on the tab for your operating system. 

 Python currently has two working versions, Python 2 and Python 3. At the AMS 

conference on Python, it was presented that Python 2 would no longer continue 

to be supported and developed; however, Python 2 is currently the more 

complete version of Python with fewer library inconsistencies than Python 3. In 

this workshop, we suggested people install Python 3. 

 *** NOTE: If you are installing Python on one of the lab computers 

in Room 4085, you will need to download Python 2.7 because 

ArcGIS10.4 is dependent upon 2.7 and causes some 

inconsistencies when installing new packages with Python 3.5. 

Functionality between these versions is nearly the same and 

hopefully won’t impact future tutorials.  

 To install your version of python, click on the appropriate link (32 or 64-bit) and 

an install script will be downloaded into your Downloads folder. Note: If you are 

installing on Matrix or one of the UAH machines, you’ll want the 64-bit version. 

2) Once the install script has been downloaded, move the script into the directory where 

you’d like to install Python. I ran my installation script from my rhome directory on 

Matrix. 

3) Run the script using the shell executable (sh Anaconda[extension].sh from your home 

directory. This will take about 10 minutes to finish. 

 Note: To run my installation script I typed: sh Anaconda3-4.2.0-Linux-x86_64.sh. 

In the format provided above, [extension] = 3-4.2.0-Linux-x86_64 

4) Optional for Linux: I set up an alias in my .tcshrc.matrix file to force the python 

command to default to my personal installation rather than the IT installation. This is 

not the only way to do this so feel free to choose another option, but I added the 

following 3 lines to my .tcshrc.matrix file (Note: replace /rhome/freitagb/ with your 

installation directory): 

 alias python ‘/rhome/freitagb/anaconda3/bin/python’ 

 alias spyder ‘/rhome/freitagb/anaconda3/bin/spyder’ 

https://www.continuum.io/downloads


 alias conda ‘/rhome/freitagb/anaconda3/bin/conda’ 

Another option is to add the following line to your .tcshrc.matrix file: 

 setenv PATH “${PATH}:/rhome/freitagb/anaconda3/bin” 

or in your .bashrc.matrix file: 

 export PATH=${PATH}:/rhome/freitagb/anaconda3/bin 

Either of these options should work for you. Typically, matrix is loaded using the t-shell, 

but if your  default shell is bash, you will need to edit your .bashrc.matrix file for 

changes to take effect. Once these changes have been implemented type source 

~/.tcshrc.matrix  

5) The anaconda installation of python includes several additional python programs that 

may interest you. If you are a fan of the IDL workbench, you may like the spyder 

program included in your anaconda installation. I haven’t used it too much, but it seems 

to be a good platform for those who are new to the python language and trying to learn 

the syntax a bit. The GUI provides real-time syntax error checking and allows the user to 

write and run scripts with predictive text that identifies available functions for various 

objects. 

6) Unlike IDL, Python requires the user to load libraries at the top of the script to use 

various functions in the program. While the anaconda installation includes many of 

these, there are some that will be used in future workshops that were downloaded in 

this one. To download python packages, we make use of the conda executable. The 

following packages should be installed: 

 Basemap – type conda install basemap in your terminal window. You’ll be 

prompted to confirm to update several packages and install the new basemap 

package; confirm.  

Note for Windows installation: If you are installing on a windows machine, you 

will likely get an error message that says there are inconsistent libraries. You can 

still install basemap, but we have to make use of the conda-forge channel. Type 

the following in your terminal window: conda install –c conda-forge 

basemap=1.0.8.dev0. With the different installation, we have to download the 

high resolution shapefiles for basemap independently. To install these, type: 

conda install -c conda-forge basemap-data-hires=1.0.8.dev0 

 Netcdf4 –the NetCDF4 package is a package that’s useful for reading and writing 

netcdf files. To install this package, type conda install netcdf4 into your terminal 



window. Again, confirm to update the various packages and install the new 

packages. 

 PyART – The Python ARM Radar Toolkit is a useful python package for reading 

and manipulating radar data. To install this package, we make use of one of the 

developer’s (JJ Helmus) anaconda channels; type: conda install –c jjhelmus pyart 

 CSU Radar Tools – The CSU radar tools package is quite useful for microphysical 

retrievals from radar data. To install this package, we need to download the code 

from the github site: https://github.com/CSU-Radarmet/CSU_RadarTools. 

**Note: CSU Radar Tools does not seem to work for windows installations. If 

you are downloading python onto windows, you can skip this one. 

 F90nml – the f90nml package is used to modify WRF model namelists for 

preprocessing and real model runs. To install this package, type: pip install –I 

https://pypi.anaconda.org/pypi/simple f90nml 

 wget – wget is a file transfer package that allows the user to transfer files from a 

file server onto their local machine within the python environment (Note: you 

can also do this using the os package). To install this package, type: conda install 

wget 

Once you successfully install python and these packages, you should be prepared for upcoming 

workshops reading in various file types, manipulating radar data, etc. 

https://github.com/CSU-Radarmet/CSU_RadarTools

